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Opportunity to Learn (OTL)

OTL refers to “the opportunities
which schools provide students to
learn what is expected of them.”
(Herman, Klein, & Abedi, 2000, p. 16)
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5 Big Ideas about OTL


OTL is an equity and access policy issue that influences practice.



OTL is a multi-dimensional construct; it is more than alignment
between content standards and tests.



OTL can be measured accurately by teachers themselves.



MyiLOGS can measure OTL at the class and student levels.



OTL is a fundamental requirement for valid inferences about
students’ test scores, yet it additive predictive value is modest
based on early results.
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Access & Equity


“The issue of curricular access for students with disabilities became a central
legislative concern following the 1994 reauthorization of the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA) . . . the IDEA included the so-called ‘access
to general curriculum mandates,’ which established the right of students [with
disabilities] to access the same general curriculum that is offered to all
students.” (Kurz, 2012, p. XX)



The IDEA signaled “a clear presumption that all students with disabilities
should have access to the general curriculum and to the same opportunity to
learn challenging and important content that is offered to all students”
(McLaughlin, 1999, p. 9).
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Enacted Curriculum is the Focus

(Kurz, 2011)
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Conceptual Model of OTL
Quality (z)

Content (y)

Time (x)

Kurz, A. (2011). Access to what should be taught and will be tested: Students’ opportunity to learn the intended curriculum. In S. N. Elliott, R. J. Kettler, P. A. Beddow, & A.
Kurz (Eds.), The handbook of accessible achievement tests for all students: Bridging the gaps between research, practice, and policy (pp. 99-129). New York: Springer.
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Opportunity-to-Learn (OTL)


OTL is defined as the degree to which a teacher
dedicates instructional minutes to covering the content
prescribed by the standards using pedagogical
approaches that address a range of cognitive
processes, instructional practices, and grouping
formats.
(Kurz, Elliott, & Kettler, 2012)



This definition is the conceptual foundation for the indices
measured by the Instructional Learning Opportunities
Guidance System (MyiLOGS; Kurz, Elliott, & Shrago,
2009), an online teacher log developed in a recently
completed USDE Enhanced Assessment Grant.
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MyiLOGS: Online Teacher Log
•

MyiLOGS allows teachers to document their planned and enacted
instruction along their state-specific intended curriculum.

•

Seven key OTL indices are established at the class and student level:
1. Time on Standards (Min/Day and %)
2. Time on Custom Skills (Min/Day and %)
3. Non-Instructional Time (Min/Day and %)
4. Content Coverage (%)
5. Cognitive Process Score (1.00 – 2.00)
6. Instructional Practices Score (1.00 – 2.00)
7. Grouping Formats Score (1.00 – 2.00)
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MyiLOGS: Calendar Reporting
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MyiLOGS: Detailed Reporting
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12 Key
Indices
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MyiLOGS: Classroom Observation Form
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Initial Validity Evidence for MyiLOGS
Research Questions
1.

2.

3.

Can teachers be trained to use MyiLOGS with high integrity to yield reliable OTL
indices?
To what extent is there convergent and predictive validity evidence for the MyiLOGS
indices?
What are the relations between student-based MyiLOGS indices and student
achievement?

Sample
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Conclusions About Validity Evidence
The majority of findings of this study are unique, because no investigators have previously reported a study where
OTL data were continuously collected and analyzed along all three instructional dimensions—time, content,
and quality—at the class and student level for a large portion of the school year.
The evidence collected with MyiLOGS by teachers substantiated that:
(a)
teachers can be trained to criterion within 4-hour to report reliably on various OTL indices based on
instructional scenarios at the class and student level;
(b)
teachers can maintain high procedural fidelity logging various OTL indices at the class and student level
across the duration of a school year; and
(c)
teachers’ concurrent log data provided a valid account of their classroom instruction based on agreement
percentages between teachers and independent observers. The results of the classroom observations
indicated that two independent observers were able to achieve high agreements across both observation
categories and teachers and observers generally had lower agreements for cognitive processes than
instructional practices.
(d)
Student-based OTL indices in general did not add significantly to prior achievement when predicting end of
year achievement.
The current findings do support the conclusion that the teacher self-report data from MyiLOGS provides a rich
picture and reliable account of opportunities to learn in middle school classrooms across several states.
Future studies are needed to address sample limitations.
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Additional Research Questions
to be Addressed with MyiLOGS


In a subsequent analysis of data from this initial study, we also
examined differences in the opportunity to learn of students with
and without disabilities.



Next, I highlight a few findings comparing general education
classroom instruction for the entire classes and for individual
students with disabilities receiving instruction in the general
curriculum (i.e., state indented content standards).
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Conclusions About OTL for SWDs
“Based on this sample’s general education classrooms, which represented
a full inclusion model, students with disabilities experienced less time on
standards, more non-instructional time, and less content coverage
compared to their class. … At least for students with disabilities nested in
general education classrooms, OTL appears to be a differentiated
opportunity structure. …the instructional differences do not indicate equal
or equitable OTL for students with disabilities. Given their disability-related
characteristics, students with disabilities may need at least as much OTL, if
not more, than their peers without disabilities. However, the current
findings suggest the exact opposite; if replicable, these data would pose
serious instructional challenges for teachers and hold profound
implications for policy makers focusing on academic proficiency and
growth without consideration for the instructional inputs and processes that
affect student outcomes.”
(Kurz, Elliott, Lemons, Kettler, Zigmond, & Kloo, 2012)
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NCAASE Multiple Measures Study where
OTL is featured as a Process Variable
Our Key Research Questions
• Do students with disabilities have equal access to the general
curriculum in comparison to their classmates without disabilities?
• What is the relationship between opportunity to learn and
academic growth in mathematics for all students? Is the
relationship different for students with and without disabilities?
• To what extent are variations in growth for students with and
without disabilities related to OTL?
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Research Design Overview
•

Math content area only [1 content area]

•

Grades 4-8 [5 grade levels]

•

2 year longitudinal design with four –overlapping cohorts [4-5, 5-6, 6-7, 7-8]

•

Assessments: (1) MyiLOGS class and detail days, (2) State achievement tests
previous years and current year, and (3) easyCBM at least 3 times, ideally 4 times
within year. We will also conduct monthly classroom observations of each teacher
using the MyiLOGS observation record. [3 measures; MyiLOGS has 7 key
instructional indices for Calendar Days and 12 for Detail Days – following slides for
more details on these indices.]

•

Students: (1) entire class achievement data, (2) Calendar/class OTL data, and (3) 4
students on Detail days, with up to 3 SWDs and 1 SwoDs. Detail days occur on 2
random days per week across the year. 2 students will be sampled on 1 of the days
and the other 2 on the other day each week for the entire year. Thus we would
expect to have approximately 30 sample days per student.
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Visual Representation of Measurement Plan
Four 2-year Longitudinal Cohorts: 4-5, 5-6, 6-7, & 7-8
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Thank you very much!
Steve Elliott
Steve_elliott@asu.edu
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